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ABSTRACT

This paper considers the role of the Pacific theater in a NATO-Warsaw Pact War. It argues that the Pacific theater has been neglected in such a conflict because most war scenarios envision a struggle lasting no more than 30 to 60 days. As a result, the conflict is over too quickly in most scenarios for the interrelationships between the NATO and Pacific theaters to develop conceptually. However, in a long-war scenario, the Pacific theater’s importance in the course and outcome of such a conflict becomes apparent. The military, industrial, and technological potential of the Pacific nations, especially China and Japan, combined with the U.S., constitute a reserve of strength capable of containing or reversing any Soviet success in a conventional conflict in Europe. This paper concludes that (a) current strategy or doctrine based on the refusal to repudiate the “first use” of nuclear weapons has lost much of its credibility as a deterrent, and (b) the tacit or explicit adoption of a long-war strategy to counter Soviet capabilities in a short war should be considered.
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INTRODUCTION

Despite many efforts at change, the U.S. strategic and military outlook remains Eurocentric, with a NATO-Warsaw Pact War as the centerpiece of a cataclysmic event. Appreciation of the global impact of such a war—specifically its impact on the balance of power in the Pacific and the impact of that balance on developments in a European war—has been insufficiently considered. The reason for this is simple: strategists have tended to focus on short-war scenarios based on the military balances in Europe. The impact of the global balance on prewar developments and possible long-war scenarios has been given much less attention. The considerable potential of the Pacific balance to affect the Soviets' willingness to risk war is frequently noted but seldom analyzed. Geographical realities force the Soviets to include possible Asian developments in their plans for a NATO-Warsaw Pact War. In turn, the Japanese and Chinese may fear that a Soviet victory in such a war will leave them open to Soviet attack or intimidation. Thus, the longer the war, the more onerous Soviet Asian commitments will become and the more likely other nations, especially East Asian ones, will become involved. Even in a short war, the Pacific will be significant because after Europe is devastated, access to Pacific Basin industry and resources will constitute the war's real prize. As it stands now, the U.S. is the "glue" in a (very) loose anti-Soviet grouping in the Pacific that includes Japan, China, South Korea, the ASEAN, and ANZUS nations. Thus, U.S. actions will have an important effect on developments in the region during a NATO-Warsaw Pact War, and those developments will have an impact on the war in Europe.

This paper takes a preliminary look at the political and military impact of a NATO-Warsaw Pact War on the Pacific Basin countries, especially China and Japan. It also looks at the role of U.S. armed forces, particularly the Navy and the Marine Corps, in supporting U.S. political and military objectives. Specifically, it discusses how the U.S. Pacific Fleet could contribute to an effort to form a united front in East Asia against the Soviet Union and how that and other PACFLT activities might affect developments on the Central Front during a short or long war.

This is a tall order. This paper takes only a broad look at each topic. Rather than concentrating on facts and figures, it emphasizes ideas and concepts that require further study and evaluation.

The paper looks at what U.S. political and military goals in the Pacific should be in a European war; the impact of such a war on China and Japan; the strategy the U.S. should pursue in the Pacific; and the implications of all these issues for current foreign and military policies.

The ideas expressed in this paper were first written in an essay in August 1984, which received wide circulation and discussion.

Old Chinese proverb: The tree may prefer calm, but the wind will not subside.
The role of the Pacific theater* in a European war has been generally treated as an afterthought. For example, some authorities believe efforts to exploit Soviet vulnerabilities outside Europe would only distract attention from the Central Front. General Hackett's two books on the Third World War, which are generally thought to reflect NATO thinking on the subject, have little to say about the Pacific. It has even been argued that a NATO-Warsaw Pact War would be confined to Europe because there was no longer a British Empire to "kick around." The "swing strategy," the idea of shifting forces from the Pacific to the Atlantic theater, reflected the general disregard of the Far East in a war for Europe.

Nevertheless, the Pacific theater is becoming more important in strategic thinking. The Soviet military and naval buildup in the Far East since the mid-1960s has highlighted the importance of China and Japan in tying down Soviet forces in both peace and war. The swing strategy has been largely scrapped, although probably not forgotten, in an effort to persuade Japan (and other friends in the region, including China) that the U.S. would not sacrifice the East to save the West.

In spite of the increasing recognition of its importance, however, the Pacific theater has yet to be integrated into a coherent strategy for a NATO-Warsaw Pact War. The reason for this is apparent: strategic thinking is dominated by short-war scenarios. General Hackett's alternative to victory in a 30-day conventional war is peace on Soviet terms. Members of the U.S. defense community, presumably including the Navy, tend to envision a war that lasts no longer than the Soviet drive to the Rhine, about 30 to 60 days. (Unlike Hackett, they fail to envision a resolution of the conflict.) Indeed, NATO and the U.S. Pacific Command seem to be preparing for different wars. Because the conventional balance favors the Soviets in Europe, NATO holds out the possibility that the allies might resort to nuclear weapons to halt a conventional attack by the Soviet Union. Thus, NATO has refused to abandon a "first use" nuclear option, even though Moscow's buildup in strategic, theater, and tactical nuclear weapons has rendered NATO's nuclear threat less and less credible. U.S. commanders in the Pacific, on the other hand, favor a conventional war because U.S. naval forces enjoy an edge in that area over the Soviet Pacific Fleet. In short-war scenarios, the conflict is over too quickly for the interrelationships between the two theaters to develop conceptually. So NATO and the Pacific Command tend to plan for two separate wars.

---

* The term "Pacific theater" is used here to denote CINCPAC Command's region of responsibility, which includes both the Pacific and Indian oceans.
But short-war scenarios are only a symptom of the problem. The real problem is the failure to establish a connection between U.S. political and military goals in such a war and U.S. strategy. Once the U.S. has a clear understanding of its goals in the war, it can establish the relationship between the Pacific and European theaters.

FIRST CAUSES

An awareness of the "first causes," or underlying premises, of U.S. security policy is important in understanding what U.S. political and military goals might be in a NATO-Warsaw Pact War.

Before and after World War I, U.S. foreign policy was based on isolationism—a policy of avoiding European entanglements while barring outside intrusions in the Western Hemisphere and pursuing commercial advantage everywhere. This policy was successful in the 19th century largely because the advanced nations of Europe were caught up in their own disputes and because Great Britain prevented any one nation from dominating the continent. Britain did so in the belief that her security would be endangered if any one country could harness the continent's industry and resources against the home island. Britain's navy, in turn, protected the sea lanes, upon which the country's empire, trade, and prosperity depended. With Britain bearing the burden of world order, the U.S. was free to neglect international security problems and concentrate on developing its economy and commerce. But London's ability to play a world role was severely challenged by the First World War and was ended by the Second. America's "free ride" ended in 1945 when it assumed Britain's role in maintaining world order.

U.S. foreign policy was no longer based on isolationism but on containment. Containment, as described by its prophet George Kennan, is very similar to Britain's policy. The U.S. must prevent the Soviet Union, which emerged from the war as the major threat to America's security, from dominating the Eurasian continent, especially the other three centers of military and industrial power: Great Britain, the Rhine Basin, and Japan. The U.S. should also maintain a sphere of influence in the Western Hemisphere; secure access to the world's industrial, raw material resources; and gain overseas bases vital to such a policy.

John Lewis Gaddis quotes Kennan as saying:

Our safety depends on our ability to establish a balance among the hostile or undependable forces of the world: to put them where necessary one against the other; to see that they spend in conflict with each other, if they must spend it at all, the intolerance and violence and fanaticism which might otherwise be directed against us, that they are thus compelled to cancel each other out and exhaust them—
selves in internecine conflict in order that the constructive forces, working for world stability may continue to have the possibility of life.\textsuperscript{12}

This was necessary to achieve the fundamental objectives of our foreign policy, which are the following:

1. To protect the security of the nation, by which is meant the continued ability of this country to pursue the development of its internal life without serious interference, or threat of interference, from foreign powers; and

2. To advance the welfare of its people by promoting a world order in which this nation can make the maximum contribution to the peaceful and orderly development of other nations and derive maximum benefits from their experience and abilities.\textsuperscript{13}

Containment then provided the rationale for a forward defense policy: Soviet hostility would be tamed by American strength and patience. As a result, the U.S. broke with tradition and made extensive security commitments abroad. The U.S. has formal defense pacts with more than 40 nations, including collective security treaties like NATO, the RIO Pact, and ANZUS, as well as bilateral arrangements with countries like Japan, the Philippines, Thailand, and South Korea. The U.S. also has numerous informal security ties with countries like Israel, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and China. These security commitments are underwritten by America's nuclear and conventional potential as well as the troops, planes, ships, and bases located around the globe.\textsuperscript{14}

This forward defense strategy is designed to deter Soviet aggression and uphold U.S. interests. But what if deterrence fails? Has containment failed?

**CONTAINMENT OR ISOLATIONISM?**

Even if the deterrent aspect of containment fails, an invasion of Western Europe would represent a desperate effort by the Soviet Union to break out of containment—whatever the precipitating cause in various scenarios: opportunism vis-a-vis Yugoslavia as in Hackett's *Third World War*; a need for Gulf oil as in Clancy's *Red Storm Rising*; or internal troubles in the Soviet Union or Eastern bloc. It would signify Moscow's failure to undermine containment through diplomacy, intimidation, or ideological example. However, it would also represent a determination by the Kremlin that the "correlation of forces" favored the Soviet Union, and that containment could be broken by military action.

The U.S. then would be faced with the stark choice of pursuing containment by other means or retreating back into isolationism. Certainly, its first reaction would be automatic: an attack upon U.S.
troops in Europe would compel a decision to fight. But the decisions of how long the U.S. would fight and at what level of combat it would fight would remain—at least partly—matters of choice.

The Soviets would not make these choices easy. As James McConnell points out, the Kremlin plans to fight a war on terms favorable to it. As the Soviet Union's strategic, theater, and tactical nuclear capabilities have grown to the point that they have largely neutralized the U.S. advantage in these areas, the Soviets have put increasing emphasis on a NATO-Warsaw Pact war fought entirely at the conventional level. Because the Soviets enjoy a decided edge in conventional capabilities, the U.S. and its NATO allies will be forced to decide whether to use nuclear weapons. The idea of using nuclear weapons raises the specter of a Europe and perhaps an America devastated beyond recovery. If the Soviet Union can put NATO in the position of having to decide on suicide or defeat, NATO might well accept defeat.

Of course, the Soviets would be taking a terrible risk in pursuing a war under such an assumption. However, as Geoffrey Blainey points out, wars result from misperception: the belief on one side that victory is possible and on the other that defeat can be avoided. Besides NATO's refusal to make a "no first use" declaration regarding nuclear weapons, the West has evinced little determination to actually use such weapons in extremis. If the stakes were high enough, however unlikely that may be, the Soviets might well be willing to take such a risk.

The risk would be based not only on a military judgment but on a political one as well: that military action would collapse NATO into its constituent parts and drive the U.S. back to its own shores. Adam Ulam suggests that Moscow has been waiting since World War II for Washington to fulfill Roosevelt's prophecy—that the U.S. would withdraw from the continent following an Axis defeat. For the Soviets, then, the prospect of forcing the U.S. to return to its historic policy of isolationism would be a strong incentive for war. Indeed, in Hackett's scenario, the alternative to a NATO victory in a short conventional war is the collapse of the alliance and an end to U.S. power in Europe.

But isolationism is no longer a viable foreign policy for the U.S. As already mentioned, isolationism flourished in favorable historical circumstances that no longer exist. No country is now strong enough to play a role like Britain's and contain a Soviet Union in the flush of victory. The U.S. would be forced to either continue the war after the Soviets reached the Rhine or alter its political system to sustain a level of security sufficient to deter attack or intimidation. Without allies to share the burden of military spending, security would cost much more. The military would play a much larger role in American society and decision-making process than it currently does. Bereft of allies, the U.S. would become a military state on the order of Israel. But unlike Israel, the U.S. would not have Washington to look to for support.
Is this scenario farfetched? Hardly. After Germany defeated France in 1940, the U.S. boosted military spending, introduced conscription, enacted lend-lease legislation to help Britain, and took increasing responsibility for the defense of the Western Hemisphere. Unlike 1940, of course, the U.S. now has nuclear weapons. But after defeat in Europe, U.S. nuclear capabilities might not be sufficient to deter blackmail or intimidation over the long term. Indeed, defeat would increase U.S. reliance (and thus spending) on nuclear weapons for defense. But conventional defense would not be neglected either because Soviet encroachments in the Western Hemisphere would have to be countered by other than nuclear means. After all, U.S. isolationism in the 19th century was never meant to imply isolation from the other countries of the Western Hemisphere (or from the nations of the Pacific). Indeed, defeat in Europe might force the U.S. to declare a new Monroe Doctrine for this hemisphere.

Furthermore, 19th-century isolationism never meant commercial isolationism. Whether the world economic order of relatively free movement of trade, capital, and resources established by the U.S. after World War II would survive a U.S. defeat in Europe is debatable. Even if it did survive, it would do so in a substantially altered form. Soviet lordship over a devastated Europe would force the U.S. to rely on Asia and Latin America for trade and investment. Even now, U.S. trade with the Pacific Basin countries outstrips its trade with Europe. However, a victorious Soviet Union is likely to see access to Asian goods, resources, and technology as one of the fruits of victory. If the Soviets were to gain such access on favorable terms, Soviet economic performance would improve; this would enhance Soviet military capabilities. Moreover, if the Soviets succeeded in denying U.S. access to the Pacific Basin, U.S. economic performance might decline; this would place additional burdens on the American society's ability to pay for its defense.

Thus, defeat in Europe, even one formalized in a peace treaty, is likely to make the Pacific a new battleground for U.S.-Soviet contention. In the end, there is no escape from a policy of containment. If it fails in Europe, it must succeed in Asia. As Kennan foresaw, the U.S. must seek countervailing sources of strength to limit the Soviet threat to the U.S. and thereby preserve America's independence and democratic institutions. After a European defeat, those sources of strength could be found only in Asia, specifically China and Japan. Outside Europe, only China and Japan, in cooperation with the U.S., would have the requisite manpower, economic strength, and geographical location to contain or defeat the Soviet Union in the event of a catastrophe on the Western Front. Since isolationism is not a viable alternative, "real" peace would not follow a Soviet advance to the Rhine. The struggle would continue in one form or another.

DETERRENCE, SHORT WAR, LONG WAR

The U.S.'s willingness to continue the struggle in the form of a protracted conventional war could have important implications for
deterrence. The adoption of a long-war strategy could offset the Soviet advantage in a short war and thereby enhance deterrence.

Soviet conventional superiority on the continent has posed a problem for NATO planners since the inception of the alliance. Until recently, Moscow's conventional strength was largely countered by U.S. superiority in strategic and tactical nuclear weaponry. By the late 1970s, the Soviet Union had caught up with the U.S. in numbers and sophistication of both strategic and tactical weapons. Moreover, the U.S. has now deployed Pershing II missiles and ground-launched cruise missiles (GLCMs) in Europe and Peacekeeper (MX) missiles in the U.S. to offset the Soviet's superiority in intermediate-range nuclear weapons (SS-20s and Backfire bombers) and counterforce strategic weapons (SS-18s and SS-19s). These deployments have sparked controversies that have undermined the credibility of a "first use" doctrine by the West.24

Furthermore, all efforts to build up NATO conventional forces to adequate levels have failed so far. The Lisbon goal of 1952, which envisioned the creation of 96 divisions in 2 years, fell far short of the mark. Although the adoption of the flexible response doctrine in the 1960s called for a boost in conventional strength, the plan's force requirements were never achieved. In the late 1970s, NATO allies agreed to a 3 percent per annum increase in defense spending, but this has been slowed by the recession. Even the recent substantial increases in U.S. spending on defense cannot hope to offset both the prior and current increments in Soviet defense spending. In fact, the promising technological developments in deep-strike conventional weapons have been slowed by squabbles over their cost.25

Yet, it is worth remembering that NATO was not conceived as an integrated alliance capable of repelling a Soviet conventional strike. The alliance was originally meant to be a "guarantee pact." Deterrence was based on a U.S. assurance to oppose any Soviet effort to occupy Western Europe. In other words, Moscow, unlike Germany in the 1930s, was put on notice that the U.S. would repeat its effort in World War II and mobilize its considerable capabilities to defeat a Soviet invasion. Indeed, no permanent commitment of U.S. troops to the continent was envisioned at the signing of the NATO treaty. In a sense, Soviet victory in a conventional attack was conceded at the outset. Deterrence was based on America's potential capabilities (including its very limited nuclear one) in a war of uncertain duration rather than actual allied strength in Europe.26

NATO then has come full circle. It is increasingly a guarantee pact based on the potential capabilities of the alliance as a whole, and particularly those of the United States, rather than a military organization based on the actual capabilities of its members. However, the situation on the ground is arguably more serious than in the 1940s. The Soviets, in fact, drew down their conventional forces as rapidly as the U.S. did after World War II in order to concentrate on rebuilding Soviet society and industry shattered by the war.27 On the other hand, the potential capabilities of U.S. allies and friends have
grown exponentially since World War II. Western Europe alone has a GNP larger than the Warsaw Pact,\textsuperscript{28} Even if the Soviets were to succeed in occupying much of West Germany in a short campaign, most of Europe's economic strength would be available to the alliance if the allies managed to hold at the Rhine. Indeed, West Germany east of the Rhine would be largely devastated and of little industrial benefit to the Soviet Union. Even if Europe west of the Rhine suffered economic losses (or were also lost), the U.S. would have access to Japan's economic and technological strength, which is second only to the U.S.'s own.\textsuperscript{29} Moreover, Japan's economic strength is supplemented by that of the newly industrializing countries in Asia and Latin America.\textsuperscript{30} Finally, unlike in the late 1940s, China presents a major military threat to the Soviet Union in Asia.

In a long conventional war, the U.S. would have the time to enlist the strength of its friends and allies to more than offset any gains the Soviets might have made in a short conventional campaign in Europe. A long-war strategy would pit U.S. strength against Soviet weaknesses—the potential capability of the U.S. and its allies to wage a protracted war against an economically, industrially, and technologically inferior foe. As General Vessey, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, pointed out recently, "We're not building a force to march out against the Russians and defeat them. We're building a force that, in conjunction with our allies, will deter a war and keep the peace."\textsuperscript{31} Thus, a long-war strategy would strengthen deterrence by negating any Soviet political and military gains achievable in a short conflict. A short war would not break NATO. It would not force the U.S. back into isolationism.

Moreover, a long-war strategy would shift the decision to risk nuclear escalation back to Moscow. The Soviets have indicated that they fear an all-out nuclear exchange would leave their country so devastated that it would be an easy prey for China in a postnuclear conflict. Indeed, they also seem well aware of the implications of a long conventional war. As McConnell points out, they have been considering their options in a protracted conflict.\textsuperscript{32} They have also begun to consider their strategy in a two-front war in which one front clearly involves Asia.

So the adoption of a long-war strategy is not a panacea. It does not mean that the U.S. and its allies can neglect their defenses, especially since the Soviets are already thinking about how they can win a long war. But it does mean that the U.S. should review its strategy for fighting such a war. This strategy should be designed to sustain the U.S. in a protracted conventional conflict and to encourage China, Japan, and others to support the U.S. in the war. Moreover, the U.S. and its allies should improve those capabilities that would help them in a long war.

But would China and Japan support the U.S. in such a conflict?
Despite very different cultures, histories, and political systems, China and Japan's foreign and military policies are, like those of other nations, influenced by changes in the balance of power. The growth of strength in the region have narrowed the differences in perceptions of the Soviet threat among the U.S., China, and Japan.

The extent of that narrowing is extraordinary when one recalls the differences in the three countries' viewpoints in the early and middle 1960s. For the U.S., the cold war with the Soviets reached a climax in this period. A series of crises occurred in U.S.-Soviet relations between 1959 and 1965: the U-2 affair, the building of the Berlin Wall, the Bay of Pigs incident, the Cuban Missile Crisis, and, of course, the Vietnam War. For China, the U.S. remained the principal foe, despite a significant deterioration in Sino-Soviet relations in the 1960s. Indeed, in 1965, some Chinese leaders argued that China should unite with the Soviet Union to counter U.S. intervention in Vietnam. For Japan, it was a period of security without responsibility. Japan could bask in U.S. protection afforded by the mutual defense treaty while many of its pacifist-oriented citizens could revile its renewal in 1960. As a result of the controversy, President Eisenhower was forced to cancel his plans to visit Tokyo that year.

On the other hand, President Reagan visited not only Japan in 1983 but also China in 1984. In Japan, the President was hosted by Prime Minister Nakasone, a former Director General of the once-suspect Japan Defense Agency. Indeed, opinion poll after opinion poll now demonstrate widespread public support for the Japanese self-defense forces. Despite some disappointment over the amount of Japanese defense spending, U.S. officials, such as Assistant Secretary of Defense Armitage, have expressed appreciation for the improvements the Japanese have made in their defense forces. Moreover, the U.S. and Japan have increased their level of military cooperation. Japanese military units regularly participate with U.S. ones in joint exercises. Indeed, Japanese forces have also joined in RIMPAC exercises, which include the military forces of Australia, New Zealand, and other Pacific nations. Finally, in recent years, Japan's budget for defense has risen while other parts of its budget have declined.

In Beijing, the President met with China's defacto leader, Deng Xiaoping, a man the Soviets have designated one of their primary foes. During the visit, the U.S. agreed to sell commercial nuclear technology to China. The Soviets were clearly unhappy with the advance in Sino-U.S. relations. In an apparent fit of pique over the President's visit and Sino-Vietnamese tensions in Indochina, the Kremlin postponed Deputy Premier Ivan Archipov's May visit to Beijing the day before it was scheduled to begin. Moreover, as a result of Secretary of Defense Weinberger's trip in 1983, China's Defense Minister Zhang Aiping visited the U.S. in June to discuss Sino-U.S. military cooperation. During the visit, the two governments announced that they "agreed in principle" on U.S. cooperation in improving selected Chinese anti-tank and anti-air
capabilities. The Chinese officials termed the Reagan and Zhang visits a success, and the Soviets stepped up their criticism of China's policies. The Soviets have also begun paying an unusual amount of attention to China's efforts to improve its military capabilities. Although the Archipov visit went ahead later that year, the Soviets and Chinese remain wary of each other.41

Moreover, Sino-Japanese relations have improved greatly since the 1960s.42 Normal relations were established in 1973 replacing unofficial trade as the principal means of contact.43 Japan is now China's largest trading partner with two-way trade amounting to nearly $20 billion.44 In the fall of 1983, Chinese Communist Party General Secretary Hu Yaobang visited Japan. As the Japan Economic Survey put it:

It is difficult to overstate the importance of the Hu visit to Japan-China relations. His very presence was significant in that it was his first visit to a country aligned with the West. Statements issued during the talks reflected support for a Japanese defense buildup that would supplement the U.S. role in the region. China's leaders unconcerned or even supportive of Nakasone's strong pro-U.S. outlook, looked to this visit in part to solidify triangular relations among the PRC, Japan, and the United States.45

In return, Prime Minister Nakasone visited Beijing in March 1984. Unlike other Japanese prime ministers, Nakasone emphasized global issues as well as economic ones in his discussions with the Chinese. China and Japan agreed that the Soviet Union represented the greatest threat to security in Asia and that both countries would gain by developing their ties to the United States. Japan also agreed to support China's Four Modernizations with a seven-year $2.08 billion credit. Moreover, the visit of China's Defense Minister Zhang Aiping to Tokyo in July 1984 may represent a significant first step in developing military ties between China and Japan. (Of course, the Japanese and Chinese will remain wary of each other for the foreseeable future, but that does not preclude the development of limited security ties.)46

The shift in the balance of power is responsible for this dramatic change in Chinese and Japanese attitudes towards the U.S., the Soviet Union, and each other. While U.S. strength in the Pacific declined with the end of the Vietnam War, Soviet forces in the Far East increased from approximately 22 divisions in 1965 to 53 divisions today. Likewise, the number of Soviet combat aircraft in the Far East increased from less than 1,500 to more than 2,000; warships increased from less than 600 to more than 800.47 The Soviets have also modernized their forces in the region to include SS-20 missiles, Backfire bombers, and Kiev-class carriers.48 Both the Chinese and Japanese have noted the shift in overall capabilities away from the U.S. and NATO towards the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact.49
Furthermore, the growth of Soviet military power has been accompanied by Moscow's tendency to bully China, Japan, and other Asian nations. For example, in the Ussuri crisis of 1969, the Soviet Union tried to intimidate China into settling differences with Moscow on Soviet terms. In 1978, the Kremlin signed friendship treaties with Vietnam and Afghanistan partly in an effort to encircle and contain China. Moscow supported Vietnam in Hanoi's invasion of China's client Kampuchea. When China invaded Vietnam in retaliation, the Soviets deployed forces and sent military aid in support of Hanoi. To intimidate Japan into abandoning plans to sign a peace treaty with China containing an antihegemony clause, the Soviets in 1978 deployed military forces for the first time to the northern islands claimed by Japan. When Nakasone promised to improve Japan's defenses in a 1983 visit to Washington, Moscow threatened to make Japan's "unsinkable aircraft carrier" into a nuclear wreck. And both China and Japan were alarmed by the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979.

On the other hand, the decline of U.S. power in the region also drew China and Japan closer to the U.S. After President Nixon pledged to withdraw troops from South Vietnam and to limit U.S. involvement in future conflicts in the Guam Doctrine of 1969, China began to view the U.S. as a declining power in East Asia and thus a suitable partner to oppose Soviet hegemonism. The fall of South Vietnam in 1975 and the Carter administration's proposal to draw down U.S. forces in Korea in 1977 awakened Japan to the fact that security was no longer a "free good." Moreover, instability in the oil markets and in the Persian Gulf since 1973 jolted Tokyo into realizing that U.S. forces might be otherwise committed if general war broke out. Both countries worried that the Soviets were trying to gain control of the sea lanes to the Persian Gulf and drive the U.S. out of Europe and Asia. The Defense of Japan 1977 declared:

Along Japanese oil tanker routes in the Indian Ocean, more than 20 Soviet ships were constantly observed during 1976, most of which belonged to the Soviet Pacific Fleet which is based in Vladivostok...No doubt this activity was also directed at reducing American naval control of these areas and at increasing the political and psychological influence of the Soviet Union on Asian nations through expanded Soviet naval presence.
As the *Defense of Japan* 1984 puts it:

Moreover, backed by its military buildup, the Soviet Union is trying to expand its influence to the Middle East, Africa, Southeast Asia, Central America, and others. These regions are unstable because of many elements of trouble, such as territorial, ethnic, religious, and ideological problems and are suitable targets for Soviet advance. For the West-Camp nations, on the other hand, these regions are sources of supply of oil, which is essential for their survival and prosperity, and various other natural resources and energy, and, therefore, the maintenance of peace and stability of these regions is vital to the peace and stability of the world.61 (Emphasis added.)

The Chinese Communist Party paper *Hongqi* (Red Flag) echoed Japanese sentiments even more explicitly in 1982:

[The geographical situation of the USSR] makes it imperative for the Soviet hegemonists to establish for themselves a "bow-shaped navigation line" in the east that links the Mediterranean, the Red Sea, the Indian Ocean, the Southwest Pacific, the Sea of Japan, and the three continents of Europe, Asia, and Africa, if the Soviet navy wants to enter the Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean to scramble for supremacy with the United States. The establishment and control of this navigation line will not only link their Black Sea Fleet with their Pacific Fleet and enable them to support one another, but will also enable the Soviet hegemonists to close up the channel through which the U.S. Pacific fleet enters the Indian Ocean, reduce the strength of the United States in the Far East, and threaten China from the seas.62 (Emphasis added.)

As a result, both China and Japan have adopted more assertive naval strategies designed to protect their neighboring waters. For example, Chinese naval deployments are designed in part to counter the Soviet presence in the China seas.63 The Japanese have promised to acquire the wherewithal to protect Japan's SLOCs for 1,000 miles out, to close the straits to the Soviets in wartime, and to control Japan's air space.64

However, both Japan and China realize that they need the U.S. to help contain Soviet power. Unlike in the 1960s, both countries approve
of U.S. efforts to improve its military capabilities. As the 1983 issue of the Defense of Japan puts it:

However, the accumulated effect through the consistent military buildup has been particularly conspicuous in recent years, and the East-West military balance may become tipped in favor of the East camp if the situation is left as it is.... In perceiving this situation, the United States has started overall modernization of its forces and has improved its preparedness in order to maintain and strengthen its deterrent power, and other West-camp nations have been also striving to strengthen their defense capability according to their positions.

In turn, the Chinese press paid close attention to the press conference held in Bangkok by the Commander-in-Chief of the U.S. Pacific Command in December 1983:

[Admiral Crowe] noted that what the Soviet Union has done in this part of the world has aroused much concern in the Western world. "It is necessary to deter Soviet aggression in this part of the world. In the past three years we have seen continued improvement of our strength and modernization of the naval and air forces in these regions," he said.

And as one U.S. official put it during Reagan's trip: "There was no question in the private meetings about the Chinese concern for what the Soviets are doing in Afghanistan, and they did not object in any way to our arms buildup. It's the reality of the Soviets that made dealing with the Chinese possible."

If the shift in the balance of power has forced the Chinese and Japanese to improve their own defenses and to rely on the U.S., then a fundamental change in that balance, such as a Soviet invasion of Western Europe, should propel them towards the U.S. The reason is simple: China and Japan know the consequences they would face should the USSR defeat NATO. As one Chinese analyst put it, "China is not and will not be an ally of the United States.... Being an ally does not necessarily make one a resolute and trustworthy partner. On the contrary, a partner within an antihegemonic United Front may contribute more than some allies. In the worst case, when the Soviet Union succeeds in edging the U.S. out of the Eastern Hemisphere, the People's Republic of China will definitely be the last on the old continent to fall." And as a Chinese military officer in Washington said recently, "When war comes, we will be with you."
The Japanese also realize that their security is bound up with Western Europe. As Nakasone put it in an interview with Le Monde:

In addition, the fact that Japan is trying to improve its defense forces while respecting the Constitution and remaining faithful to its fundamental defense policy has, I think, positive effects on the maintenance and strengthening of confidence in the Japanese-American security agreements. Consequently, this contributes to the Western nations' security of Asia and, consequently, of the whole world....

I am convinced that the maintenance of firm solidarity among the three poles—Japan, the United States, and Europe—is now the most important element of world peace and prosperity. I would like to pursue a diplomacy and world policy based on these three poles.70

But would the Soviets represent a threat to China and Japan after winning a defacto or dejure victory in Western Europe? The answer is almost certainly yes. Like the Germans in World War II, the Soviets would surely be tempted to eliminate the threat on their eastern flank. Germany's invasion of Russia in 1941 was not just a fascist ideological crusade against communism.71 Rather, it represented a logical outcome of the German victory in the West in 1940. Consider the situation in 1940 to 1941: England was winning the Battle of Britain; the United States was moving towards supporting London; the Soviet Union was increasing its military strength. If Germany had stood still, Berlin could have found itself in a worse position than it was in before the war. Hitler was forced to attack Russia before his potential enemies could coalesce against him.72 A Soviet victory in a NATO-Warsaw Pact war would produce a similar situation whether or not the war was formally ended. The U.S. would continue mobilizing. China and Japan would have little choice but to improve their military strength, no matter what happened in Europe. The Soviets could find themselves in a worse situation than they were in before the war.

There is also evidence that Moscow senses the logic of the situation. As already mentioned, the Soviets have indicated that they fear a strategic conflict with the U.S. would leave the Soviet Union exhausted and prey to the Chinese.73 In regard to a conventional conflict, Soviet military writings have begun to pay attention to problems involved in fighting a two-front war.74 Moreover, it should be remembered that the Soviet Union moved its forces eastward to destroy the Japanese Kwantung army in China after Germany surrendered in 1945.75 At the very least, if the Soviets were victorious in the West, they would try to intimidate the Chinese and Japanese into accepting a Soviet version of security in East Asia. And they might very well be
compelled to deal militarily with Japan or China before the balance shifted against them.

So there are strong reasons for China and Japan to fear a Soviet victory in a NATO-Warsaw Pact conflict and to oppose the Soviet Union in it. However, as noted earlier, wars occur when one side believes victory is possible and the other believes defeat can be avoided. China and Japan will help the West only if they believe the U.S. will support them effectively in the conflict. Thus, U.S. strategy in the Pacific must be geared to demonstrating that the U.S. is determined to carry on the struggle regardless of what happens in Europe. In this way, defeat can be avoided.
A PACIFIC STRATEGY

The implications of a long-war strategy in the Pacific would be very different from those of a short-war strategy. They have different objectives. Short-war strategies in the Pacific have generally looked for ways to punish the Soviets immediately while gaining a position of strength for the peace negotiations. A long-war strategy should be geared to buying time until the U.S. and its friends and allies in the Pacific can actualize their potentially superior power. At the same time, it should demonstrate U.S. staying power and encourage friends and allies to do more for themselves.

Thus, a long-war strategy would not necessarily seek early entry for China and Japan into the war. In the initial stage, it would look to China and Japan to hold down Soviet forces in the Far East while providing the West with the wherewithal for continuing the war. It would look to China and Japan to build up their strength to the point that they were strong enough to contribute to defeating the Soviets, separately or together, or to the point that the Soviets were tempted to preempt.

Is this farfetched? Not at all. A long-war strategy turns an apparent weakness in the Pacific into a strength. The Chinese, after all, are not allies. They are disposed to lean towards the West, but they are probably not likely to join the war early on. The Japanese, on the other hand, are allies, but the mutual security treaty does not oblige them to join the U.S. in the war until they themselves are attacked. Moreover, their constitution positively forbids them to enter a war until they are attacked.

In a short war, Chinese and Japanese nonbelligerency would be a disadvantage early on because the war would be over before they could have a real impact. In a long war, their nonbelligerency could be an advantage early on. This is not remarkable when one considers how the U.S. viewed China and Japan before Pearl Harbor. After the outbreak of war in Europe, the U.S. stepped up its support for Chiang Kai-shek's struggle with the Japanese in an effort to pin down Japan in China. While the U.S. was inching ever closer to war against Germany, it hoped to force Japan out of China and Southeast Asia, deter a Japanese attack on British and Dutch colonies (important to the British effort against Germany), break off Tokyo from the Axis alliance, and apparently turn Japan into an armaments supplier for the allies. (Moreover, after Pearl Harbor, the U.S. never insisted on the Soviet Union's attacking Japan before Germany was defeated—when Moscow was strong enough to do so.)

Needless to say, circumstances in the Pacific militated against this strategy in World War II. But circumstances clearly favor such a strategy today. Japan is an ally and a technological giant, but Tokyo
is weak militarily. China is united and a friend, but its large military establishment is not yet a match for the Soviets.\textsuperscript{81} The Chinese may very well be able to pin down more Soviet troops as a pro-U.S. nonbelligerent than it could if it entered the war early on.\textsuperscript{82} Japan can be more easily protected by the U.S. from direct Soviet attack than China. But Japanese nonbelligerency could free U.S. assets to secure objectives more in keeping with a long-war strategy.\textsuperscript{83} Moreover, it would give both China and Japan time to shift to a war economy and mobilize their forces.\textsuperscript{84}

Needless to say, nonbelligerency does not mean strict neutrality. Until 1941, the U.S. was ostensibly neutral. In actuality, before Pearl Harbor, it supported Britain with lend-lease aid, bases for destroyers swap, and naval escorts for British shipping.\textsuperscript{85} Portugal also was neutral. Nevertheless, it allowed its longtime British ally to use naval and air bases in the Azores in 1943 and extended the privilege to the U.S. soon afterwards.\textsuperscript{86} So Japanese nonbelligerency does not necessarily mean that the U.S. could not use its naval and air bases in Japan—as long as they were used ostensibly in the protection of Japan under the aegis of a mutual security treaty predating the conflict.\textsuperscript{87} (Such use could be supported by a legal argument similar to the one Portugal used in granting Britain access to the Azores.\textsuperscript{88}) Moreover, this arrangement would have a tactical advantage: U.S. bases in Japan would be safe from Soviet attack as long as the Soviets respected Tokyo's neutrality. Nonbelligerency would also still allow China and Japan to protect the sea lines of communication (SLOCs) in the surrounding seas as the U.S. did for Britain before Pearl Harbor.\textsuperscript{89} Even mining the straits around Japanese waters might be justified as a measure designed to protect Japan rather than being condemned as an attack on the Soviets.\textsuperscript{90} China, in turn, could assert its power against Vietnam. (After Spain declared a state of nonbelligerency,\textsuperscript{*} it seized part of Tangier, Morocco, in World War II.\textsuperscript{91}) The point is that Japan and China can make an important contribution to the war effort without actually being belligerent early on. This contribution alone might force the Soviets' hand in the Far East.\textsuperscript{**92}

However, as mentioned earlier, Japanese and Chinese non-belligerency could free U.S. assets early in the war for objectives more suitable to a long war. These objectives should demonstrate U.S. staying power while encouraging China and Japan to do more in their own defense. Securing the SLOCs to China and Japan and to the Persian Gulf oil resources is such an objective. In a 90-day war, oil reserves do not present a serious problem, because enough stocks are in reserve.\textsuperscript{93}

\* It is, of course, not necessary for Japan and China to declare a legal state of nonbelligerency when a defacto one will do just as well.
\** The Chinese and Japanese would, of course, be aware of that risk. But, as has been already mentioned, they are also very conscious of the consequences of a Soviet victory in the West.
However, in a long war, access to oil resources in the Persian Gulf could prove crucial to sustaining Japan's economy. And Japan's economic power would be crucial to mobilizing the U.S.'s and China's potential military power over the long term.*

Soviet military literature has also begun to pay more attention to the importance of the sea lanes in a long war. Soviet naval strategy apparently is moving away from a strictly pro-SSBN role towards an emphasis on SLOC interdiction. (Indeed, the Soviets also seem more interested than in the past in targeting U.S. SSBNs in a conflict.) Moreover, Soviet recognition of the importance of the Far Eastern SLOCs in a war is indicated by their increased presence in the South China Sea.

Therefore, despite the naval difficulties envisioned, the U.S. should secure the SLOCs to the Gulf. This means dealing with the Soviet submarine threat in the Far East by (a) forcing Soviet submarines on the defensive in the forward area, (b) securing the SLOCs with convoys protected by naval and air assets, or (c) using a combination of (a) and (b). It also means dealing with the Soviet political and military threat in the Indian Ocean area by demonstrating U.S. staying power in the region to China, Japan, and friends and allies in the Mideast. This does not necessarily mean committing sizable assets to the task. It could be done by eliminating Soviet naval and air forces athwart the SLOCs in the Indian Ocean and Southeast Asia (the latter, perhaps, in tacit cooperation with the Chinese). The U.S. also could station a P-3 squadron (maritime patrol craft armed with Harpoons) in the region. Such a presence would demonstrate that the U.S. would remain in the region. Neutralizing Ethiopian and South Yemeni air capabilities in the region might also be useful. As the war continued, the U.S. could insert forces in the area as opportunity permitted, taking advantage of Soviet preoccupation with the Western Front. Moreover, U.S. diplomacy should seek to forge regional alignments (perhaps including Israel) to help bar Soviet aggression in the area and to permit the operation of U.S. forces in the region.

Such a strategy could be risky because it puts pressure on the U.S.'s capability to sustain operations so far afield. But it has the advantage of being designed to sustain China and Japan (and NATO allies fighting on) over the long haul, thus putting pressure on them to help the U.S. in such nonbelligerent acts as previously mentioned and preparing them to intervene if the Soviets should move in the Southern Theater of Military Operations (TVD).** (Indeed, the U.S. could

---

* The Chinese are as concerned as the Japanese about Soviet ability to sever the West's SLOCs to the Persian Gulf and elsewhere.
** One should keep in mind that it is U.S. weakness as well as its strength that has helped to enlist current levels of Japanese and Chinese support against the Soviet Union.
encourage both Chinese and Japanese governments to station troops at the invitation of some Persian Gulf countries to serve as a trip-wire. Current Chinese and Japanese involvement in the Iran-Iraq war suggest that they might be willing to do so. Such a possibility is difficult to imagine in peacetime, but in a world war, countries tend to overcome certain inhibitions rather quickly. In turn, Chinese and Japanese support would put pressure on the Soviets to move either directly against the U.S.'s Far Eastern supporters or indirectly through the Persian Gulf. In either case, the fact that Japanese and Chinese interests would be at stake would make a decision for war by either or both governments more acceptable to their people. After all, it might not be enough for China's and Japan's governments to intervene on the side of the West; the enthusiastic support of their people would be important in any conflict with the Soviets. Allies like Italy in World War II are of dubious value.

Thus, the U.S.'s Pacific strategy should be designed to support China and Japan, encourage them to do more in their own defense, and force the Soviet hand in the Far East as Japan and China gain in strength and in value to the U.S. war effort.

* So far, the Soviets seem more fixated on the Far Eastern theater than on the Southern theater as a potential second front.
The implications of a possible long-war conventional strategy for the U.S. in peacetime are many. The following list is not meant to be exhaustive.

- A long-war strategy might mean the tacit or explicit adoption of a "no first use" nuclear strategy. Although some European governments, especially France's, would be upset by the prospect of such a policy, it would be a popular decision with the European public. Such a policy would put more pressure on Europeans to improve their conventional capabilities. It would also better integrate the U.S.'s Pacific and NATO strategies: Early first use is contemplated in the European theater but not in the Pacific. Moreover, it might help counteract the political advantage the Soviets extract from their superior conventional capabilities in a short war. A long-war strategy does not mean the U.S. should neglect nuclear weapons development and strategies for their use. (Indeed, "no first use" might also make Europeans less fearful of the outbreak of nuclear war and thus make them more willing to accept current improvements in NATO's theater nuclear capabilities for deterrent purposes.) The purpose of such a doctrine is to put the onus of escalation on the part of the Soviets, and thereby enhance deterrence or at least limit the war to conventional weapons. But the Soviets might be tempted to escalate in any case, so the U.S. must have strong nuclear deterrents, including a more powerful one in the Pacific theater where the Soviets have gained an advantage in theater nuclear weapons.

- The U.S. must continue efforts to increase military cooperation with Japan and China. Even small steps like discussions of strategy and tactics increase the psychological commitment of Japan and China to the Western cause. It is worth remembering that Britain's support for France in World War I began with discussions concerning military planning. Moreover, Britain did not become an ally of France before the German attack in 1914.
The U.S. and its allies must continue efforts to reduce dependence on Persian Gulf oil supplies. Moreover, further research should be done, if it has not already been done, on the extent of U.S. and allied dependence on Persian Gulf oil over a protracted period of wartime rationing. Research should also address the extent to which China could serve as an alternative energy supplier for Japan and others.

The Navy should continue its emphasis on logistics, readiness, and sustainability—crucial elements in the conduct of a long war.

The Navy should consider buying more SSNs for deployment in the forward area. In this way, the Soviets will have fewer General Purpose Forces to devote to an anti-SLOC campaign.

Alternatively, the Navy could consider the following:

- more emphasis on aircraft carriers or land-based naval air support to protect convoys.

- a combination of SSNs and air assets for SLOC protection and a forward area campaign.
CONCLUSION

In the U.S.'s ongoing rivalry with the Soviet Union, the U.S. is engaged as much in a war of doctrines or strategies as in a race for armaments. As Thomas Schelling put it:

There is then, something that we might call the "inherent propensity towards peace or war."...It is weapons, organization, plans, geography, communications, warning systems, intelligence, and even beliefs and doctrines about the conduct of war that together have this influence. The point is that this complex of military factors is not neutral in the process by which war may come about.103

It is possible that a military strategy or doctrine based on the refusal to repudiate the "first use" of nuclear weapons has lost much of its credibility as a deterrent, and that the tacit or explicit adoption of a long-war strategy to counter Soviet capabilities in a short war should be considered.

What the content of such a long-war strategy might be requires further consideration. But surely, naval supremacy would be a key component, and the Pacific theater a key element, in that strategy.
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72. As Snell puts it: "The aim [of Germany's attack] was clearly expansionistic, but it is possible that the decision to move against Russia was motivated more by concern for the future than from absolute confidence in victory. The USSR was obviously building up its position in Central-Eastern Europe; in the West, by 1942 tremendously increased aid from the United States would be reaching Great Britain, even if the United States stayed out of the war. Explaining his attack on the USSR to Mussolini, Hitler would write on June 21, 1941, that he 'finally reached the decision to cut the noose before it can be drawn too tight.' Anxiety as well as large ambition may thus have led to the irrational military gamble." (Snell, Illusion and Necessity, 68-69.) Toland cites German Foreign Minister Ribbentrop as saying: "The Fuehrer is absolutely right to attack Russia now....The Russians would certainly themselves attack us, if we did not do so now." Toland, Adolf Hitler, 920.
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advantage of the 35th anniversary of the Manchurian campaign to reissue excerpts of the memoirs of the commander of the operation and to warn in the newly written introduction: "Today, the imperialists are again fanning a campaign of slander about a 'Soviet threat' to bring back the days of the cold war, to revive international tensions. In this context, the lessons of the past are of special importance. They teach the peace-lovers to be vigilant, constantly to expose the schemes of imperialism and to foil them." See A. Vasilevsky, "Rout of the Kwantung Army," Supplement to Soviet Military Review, 8, 1980.


80. Indeed, U.S. diplomacy towards the Soviet Union in World War II was driven, in part, by the need to obtain Moscow's participation in the war against Japan after the European war was over. See the discussion of the Teheran, Yalta, and Potsdam conferences in Ulam, Expansion and Coexistence.
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Although the Soviets moved troops, planes, and tanks from the Far East to save Moscow in December 1941, they could never be sure the Japanese would not attack; therefore, they rebuilt their forces in the Far East and maintained them at 750,000 men (or about prewar levels) throughout the struggle with Germany. (John Erickson, The Road to Stalingrad [Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1984], 237-240, 271-272.) The Soviets implicitly acknowledge that they feel tied down by the Chinese, when they cite Vasilevsky, the Soviet commander of the Manchurian campaign in 1945, as saying: "Even during the most difficult months on the Soviet-German front we were compelled to keep 30-40 divisions on the Far Eastern frontier. The Kwantung army deployed in Manchuria and constantly spearheaded against the Soviet Far East doubled its strength in the summer of 1941. On 25 November 1941, Germany and its allies, including Japan, extended the Anti-Comintern Pact in Berlin. On instructions from Tokyo the Soviet-Japanese Neutrality Pact signed in April 1941 was being constantly violated...." Vasilevsky, "The Route of the Kwantung Army."

83. As one Japanese analyst points out: "During the course of studies on joint operations, the Japanese side showed the greatest interest in the reinforcing of U.S. forces in the event of aggression against Japan. On the other hand, the U.S. side exhibited major interest in the use of U.S. bases in Japan. This indicates a difference of attitude on defense cooperation between Japan and the U.S. Japan's main interest in defense cooperation is in assuring the U.S. defense commitment to Japan whereas U.S. emphasis is upon Japan's contribution to the U.S. global strategy assuming the possibility of Soviet invasion to be low." (Sakanaka, "Perception Gap Between Japan and the United States on Defense Cooperation.") In other words, if Japan were an active belligerent, U.S. forces might be more tied to the defense of Japan—if only to reassure the Japanese and maintain access to U.S. bases in Japan—than if Japan were a nonbelligerent.
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emphasis on the research, development, and production of their own equipment. (See Defense of Japan 1984, 270-275. See also "Japanese Defense: Out of the Closet," Japan Economic Institute Report, 19A, 17 May 1985.) The Chinese, in turn, are emphasizing economic modernization over defense modernization because they believe the danger of "hegemonic" war has declined, but they have indicated that priorities would be reversed if a global war broke out. Moreover, they also suggest that they do not believe China could avoid some involvement in such a struggle. As Huan Xiang puts it: "...Today both the United States and the Soviet Union correspondingly are stepping up their deployment of actual combat weapons in every theater. For the Soviet Union, fighting in the European theater and the Asian and Pacific theater in the past meant fighting on two fronts; for the United States, fighting in the Atlantic and in the Pacific also meant fighting on two fronts. Today, fighting on two fronts has gradually become one unified scheme of action. This means to say that while fighting in Europe, war will be going on in Asia, and vice versa. And deployment of their commands is developing in this direction...On the other hand, the United States and Soviet Union have made continuous contacts...Therefore, the chance of an outbreak of war is not great...Based on the above analysis, it is estimated that the international diplomatic and strategic patterns formed at present will not undergo great changes by the end of this century, but, of course, we cannot rule out the possibility of small changes. In war and peace, we should base our work on preparations for an outbreak of war. Therefore, we must strive to modernize our Army and exert our efforts to win time to build a powerful industrial foundation in our economy so as to make our economic work in the future really capable of raising the living standard of the people in peacetime and of shifting to the track of war immediately in wartime." Shanghai, Shijie Jingji Daobao, 9 July 1984, FBIS: China, 26 July 1984, K9-K12.
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87. Of course, there is always some doubt about what an ally will do in a contingent situation. With the Japanese, there is also a cultural problem. As Dr. Nathaniel Thayer, a confidant of Prime Minister Nakasone and head of the Asian Studies program at the Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International Studies once told the author, "the Japanese have a lot of difficulty dealing with hypothetical situations. When asked a
hypothetical question, the Japanese have a tendency to say anything that comes to mind. But give them a practical problem and they will come up with a practical solution." (Conversation with author in 1984, confirmed in conversation of 25 February 1985.) However, one analyst argues that Japanese strategists can be divided into four groups: political realists, unarmed neutralists, Gaullists, and military realists. Of these groups, only one has a practical policy for a contingent situation like a NATO-Pact war—the military realists. Unlike the others, the military realists are primarily concerned with a "war scenario involving a direct U.S.-Soviet military clash in Europe or in the Middle East which could expand into a global war..." To deal with such a threat, "the military realists advocate strengthening the U.S.-Japan alliance for both ideological and geopolitical reasons." (Mike M. Mochizuki, "Japan's Search for Strategy," International Security [Winter 1983-1984], 168-175.) Since the military realists are the only ones with a practical policy for dealing with a NATO-Pact conflict, their recommendations are likely to dominate Japanese decision-making in such a situation. Thus, U.S. bases in Japan will probably be available for U.S. use in a NATO-Pact war. Moreover, as one Japanese Foreign Ministry official told the author when asked if Japanese bases would be available for the U.S. in a conflict that did not involve an attack on Japan directly: "This is something of a theological problem." The official referred to the experience of Vietnam. In that conflict, Japan objected to flying strikes from Japan, but did not object to the use of Japanese bases as transit points for attacks mounted elsewhere. (Conversation with the author held in Tokyo, Japan, on 19 November 1985.) However, the implication of note 83 is that the bases are likely to be available to the extent that the Japanese are convinced that the U.S. can adequately help defend or limit any Soviet attack on Japan.
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Moreover, the Japanese and Chinese would not be infringing on their nonbelligerent status very much by protecting the SLOCs in the region. The U.S. is likely to be the only active belligerent in the area early in a NATO-Pact war. So only U.S. flag shipping and non-U.S. flag shipping carrying contraband cargo would be legally endangered. Protecting non-U.S. flag shipping—most trade is carried by non-U.S. flag ships—from Soviet interference would not violate Chinese, Japanese nonbelligerent status. In the course of protecting shipping protected by the canons of war, the Chinese and Japanese would also be in a position to lend discreet assistance to U.S. naval/merchant ships and other ships carrying cargo to/from the U.S. and to annoy Soviet naval/merchant ships in the region. Indeed, U.S. flag commercial vessels are likely to be engaged in directly supporting the war effort in the Pacific and especially in the Atlantic and will probably enjoy direct U.S. protection. However, Japanese/Chinese help in keeping the SLOCs open will materially help thwart Soviet efforts at intimidating them and others, thus keeping the Pacific region pro-U.S. and anti-Soviet.
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